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Summary

The subject of this article is the correlation between liturgical musical heritage and actual liturgical practice, with special reference to the issue of evaluation of home musical heritage in relation to the new forms of liturgical-musical expression. The aim of this contribution is to point out the importance of fostering and need of promoting the musical heritage out of and within the liturgical celebration, their integrative evaluation and efficient mediation in the Church musical culture, and also to clear up the criteria of selecting the works in the actual liturgical practice. The first part of the article gives an introduction into the subject, explicating some aspects of contemporary challenges posing to the Church musical culture today. At it the author refers to the council doctrine on music for the liturgy and derives some principles, which authentically characterize liturgical music. The second part of the article, in a brief historical review, points to the rich and complex form of home musical heritage of the cathedral of Split. The third part of this contribution deals with the musical heritage and liturgy at the time of the arts’ communication. In it the author refers to the issue of contemporary perception of liturgical music, and to its inalienable theological and communicative properties on the horizon of the post-modern communication of art. The last, fourth part deals with some normative criteria regarding the presence of works from musical heritage in and out of contemporary liturgical practice.
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